Spatial sign-alternating charge clusters in globular proteins.
Large sign-alternating charge clusters formed by the charged side groups of amino acid residues and N- and C-terminal groups were found in the majority of considered globular proteins, namely 235 in a total of 274 protein structures, i.e. 85.8%. The clusters were determined by the criteria proposed earlier: charged groups were included in the cluster if their charged N and O atoms were located at distances between 2.4 and 7.0 A. The set of selected proteins consisted of known non-homologous protein structures from the Protein Data Bank with a resolution less than or equal to 2.5 A and pair sequence similarity less than 25%. Molecular masses of the proteins were from 5.5 to 91.5 kDa and protein chain length from 50 to 830 residues. The distribution of charged groups on the protein surface between isolated charged groups, small clusters with two and three groups, and large clusters with four or more groups were found to be approximately similar making 33, 35 and 32% of the total amount of protein charged groups, respectively. The large sign-alternating charge clusters with four or more charged groups were studied in greater detail. The amount of such clusters depends on the protein chain length. The small proteins contain 1-3 clusters while the large proteins display 4-6 or more clusters. On average, 1.5 clusters per each 100 residues were observed. In contrast with this, the size of a cluster, i.e. the number of charged groups inside a cluster, does not depend on the protein molecular mass, and large clusters are observed for proteins from a range of molecular masses. Clusters consisting of four to six charged groups occur most frequently, although extra large clusters are also often revealed. We can conclude that sign-alternating charge clusters are a common feature of the protein surface of globular protein. They are suggested to play a general functional role as a local polar factor of protein surface.